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Introduction
The objective of the WP2 was to analyse the changes in the structure of territories and agricultural
lands, following a set of tensions and opportunities which can happen at several scales, in order to
identify land system trajectories typical for the Mediterranean area, and highlight territorial levers
and brakes for the sustainable development of agricultural systems. In this report we will describe
how we arrived to a classification on land systems for all the Mediterranean basin in two dates (2005
and 2015) and which are the main relevant dynamics identified. In this context, we applied the
definition of land system given by Verburg et al. (2013): “land systems represent the terrestrial
component of the Earth system and encompass all processes and activities related to the human use
of land, including socioeconomic, technological and organizational investments and arrangements, as
well as the benefits gained from land and the unintended social and ecological outcomes of societal
activities”. Considering this definition, a land system can be assessed through the combination of
several information about land use and its management, such as: resource use intensity, farming
practices, territorial morphology.

Materials and Method
The land system classification was based on the DIVERCROP database, developed on the frame of the
WP1 of the project (see Deliverable 1.1 for the database description).
The land system classification has been developed through 4 main steps: 1) aggregation of data to
reduce the number of variables; 2) manually-operated expert classification to set some cells aside
from the analysis; 3) creation of 6 sub-datasets based on topography to prevent elevation and slope
variables from hiding other variables in the classification process; 4) cluster analysis.
In order to focus the classification on the agricultural areas, we aggregated some land use classes (step
1), namely the classes related to forest, which was distinguished between broadleaved and
needleleaved on the ESA/CCI map, wetlands, bare soils (consolidated or unconsolidated) and
shrublands (evergreen or deciduous). We also aggregated some agricultural surface, in particular for
secondary crops, such as: millet, sorghum and other cereals, which has been aggregated in an only
classe “other cereals”; bean, chickpea, cowpea, lentil, which has been aggregated in “pulses”; and
soybean, groundnut, sunflower, rapeseed, sesame seed, which has been classed as “oil crops”.
In the second step, we manually created some land system classes, considering them outside of the
clustering analysis. In particular, we used the following rules:
-

Forest class: if 95% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are forests (LU/LC class “forest”)

-

Wetlands: if 60% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are wetlands (LU/LC class “wetlands”)
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-

Urban: if more than 80% of the cell’s LU/LC are urban areas (LU/LC class “urban”)

-

Periurban: if 15 to 80% of the cell’s LU/LC are urban areas (LU/LC class “urban”)

-

Bare soils: if 95% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are bare soils (LU/LC class “bare soils”)

-

Agroforestry: if 25% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are mosaic croplands (>50%) associated to natural
vegetation (<50%) (LU/LC variable “lc_30”) AND 50% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are mosaic natural
vegetation (>50%) associated to croplands (<50%) (LU/LC variable “lc_40”)

-

Arboriculture: for the northern part of the Mediterranean basin, 50% or more of the cell’s LU/LC
are rainfed croplands with tree or shrub cover (LU/LC variable “lc_12”); for the southern part of
the Mediterranean basin, 50% or more of the cell’s LU/LC are rainfed croplands with tree or shrub
cover (LU/LC variable “lc_12”) OR 10 ha or more are devoted to temperate fruit growing
(MAPSPAM variable “a_ta_temf”)

-

Plain maize: 40 ha or more of the cell’s LU/LC are devoted to maize growing growing (MAPSPAM
variable “a_ta_maiz”) AND its mean elevation is lower than 300 m

The third step was the creation of 6 sub-dataset based on the different topography of the whole areas.
The obtained sub-areas are the following:
-

Hill: elevation is comprised between 300 & 700 m, with an average slope > 2%

-

Hill plateau: elevation is comprised between 300 et 700m, with an average slope <2%

-

Rainfed plain: elevation < 300m

-

Irrigated plain: elevation < 300m and 20% or more of the LU are irrigated croplands (variable
“lc_12”)

-

Mountain: elevation > 700m, with an average slope > 3%

-

Mountain plateau: elevation > 700m, with an average slope < 3%

After these first three steps, we could carry out the cluster analysis. Considering the large extent of
the analysed area (716105 pixels of 2 km), we needed to applied a classification method developed
for big data analysis. In fact, the classical clustering/classification methods were not able to process
large distance matrix obtained from the combination between the cells and the variable analysed, also
after the pre-processing described. For this reason, we choose to use the unsupervised cluster analysis
mehotd CLARA – clustering large application (Kaufman and Rousseuw 1990). This is an extension of
the k-medoids methods to deal with data containing a large number of objects, using the sampling
approach. CLARA considers a small sample of the data with fixed size and applies the PAM algorithm
(REF) to generate an optimal set of medoids for the sample. The quality of resulting medoids is
measured by the average dissimilarity between every object in the entire data set and the medoid of
its cluster, defined as the cost function. CLARA repeats the sampling and clustering processes a pre-
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specified number of times in order to minimize the sampling bias. The final clustering results
correspond to the set of medoids with the minimal cost.
In order to estimate the optimal number of clusters, we used a machine learning approach through
the average silhouette method (REF) contained on the factoextra package R. This is the direct methods
to determining the optimal number of clusters: consists of optimizing a criterion, such as the within
cluster sums of squares or the average silhouette. The average silhouette method measures the
quality of a clustering: it determines how well each object lies within its cluster. A high average
silhouette width indicates a good clustering. It computes the average silhouette of observations for
different values of k. The optimal number of clusters k is the one that maximize the average silhouette
over a range of possible values for k (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990).

Results
The land system classification
We obtained 20 land system classes. Tab. 1 presents the main characteristics of each class and Fig. 1
shows the two maps obtained for 2005 and 2015.
Topographic
class

Irrigated or
flooded plain

Rainfed plain

Hill plateau

Hill

Detailed description of the land
system

Land system class
Predominance of arable crops (maize,
cereals and oil crops) alternated to
vegetable, with livestock
High population density and intensive
cattle breeding
Predominance of corn associated with
vegetable and cattle breeding
Highly productive plains with
predominance of cereal crops
associated to oil crops, fruit groves and
livestock
Semiarid plains with sparse vegetation
and bare soils, pulses
Arable crops, mainly cereals associated
to permanent pastures and sheep /
goat breeding
Fruit groves associated to arable crops
High slopes characterized by olive
groves and vineyards associated to
natural vegetation (trees and shrubs)
Sparse crops, mainly cereals associated
to livestock, mostly sheep / goats
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Mountain
plateau

Mountain

Other

Sparse natural vegetation and bare
soils, residual agriculture, mainly
cereals
Arable crops (cereals and oil crops)
with high presence of sheep / goat
breeding
High mountain permanent pastures
(sheep / goats) alternated to sparse
natural vegetation
Arable crops, mainly cereals and
pulses, sheep and cattle breeding
Agroforestry
Forest
Bare soils
Fruit groves
Urban areas
Periurban areas
Wetlands
Tab 1: Description of the 20 land system classes

Fig. 1: Maps of Mediterranean land systems on 2005 and 2015
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Land system dynamics
We assessed the changes on all the land system classes. As show on Fig. 2, the main changes observed
are: the decrease on the irrigated plain characterized by arable crops and vegetables, the decrease of
agroforestry, the increase of fruit groves and periurban areas.
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Fig. 2: Changes on land system classes between 2005 and 2015

We can also identify some frequent trajectories, through the analysis of the confusion matrix. In
particular, we identified four main trajectories on the whole Mediterranean basin:
1) From mixed agriculture to specialized fruit groves. It corresponds to the change from different
type of land systems where arable crops, vegetable and livestock were presents at the same
time, to the class of specialized fruit groves. These dynamics occurs on different type of
morphology, from the plain areas until the mountainous ones. We observed these dynamics
on the Nile plain, on some coastal areas of Turkey, but also in Albania, southern Italy (Apulia),
the Valencia area in Spain and in some coastal areas of Maghreb. The localization of the
changing areas is shown on Fig. 3.
2) From agricultural areas to urban and/or periurban areas. The most productive plain areas or
(hill plateau) characterized from arable crops or corn associated with cattle breeding and
vegetables are the most subjected to these kind of changes. The areas are widespread around
the Mediterranean basin, mainly on the north-western and on the south-eastern part (Fig.4).
3) From agroforestry to arable systems. It concerns the simplification of the agroforestry system
through the loss of trees and the increase of arable lands, until the complete disappearance
of the agroforestry and the transition through arable crops and vegetables. The areas more
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affected by these changes are in the internal part of Portugal, on some coastal areas of Algeria,
on the internal hilly part of Balkans and Turkey (Fig. 5).
4) From predominant bare soils to agricultural areas. It implies the change from predominant
bare soils to extensive agricultural areas characterized by sparse vegetation, mainly cereals
associated to sheep and coat breeding. It is localized mainly on the south Mediterranean,
particularly Morocco and Algeria, around the borders between agricultural and desert areas
(Fig. 6).
Fig.7 shows the localization of all the described dynamics.

Fig. 3: localization of changes from mixed agriculture to specialized fruit groves

Fig. 4: localization of changes from agricultural areas to urban and/or periurban areas
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Fig. 5: localization of changes from agroforestry to arable systems

Fig. 6: localization of changes from predominant bare soils to agricultural areas

Fig. 7: localization of the main observed land system trajectories
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